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Greetings, It is I, Gabriel. 
 
As we have all gathered this evening in our Crucible of Light, I would like to direct your 
attention to a very specific project that this group has been involved in, in regards to the 
Sirian Star Gate and also the transmission from that Star Gate into the Great Pyramid in 
Egypt.   
 
There is also an event that has been taking place today in regards to transmitting the 
balanced Divine Feminine/Masculine into the Middle East, specifically Dubai, where Linda 
will be waiting for her flight home.  So, we felt it was an appropriate time to enter into this 
Energetic Transmission.  So each of you who are in a human body can transmit that in a 
very viable way, because you hold it in your body, and you can transmit it in a way that will 
be easily receptive to the individuals in this area of the world.  We will all gather with you 
in this transmission to support you, to add our Light and our balanced perspective of the 
wholeness of the Divine Source Energy.   
 
So, if you will take a deep breath, now, and get very centered in the moment,  
 we will begin our transmission….... 
 
We ask you first to be very centered in your Sacred Heart Center….... 
BE in your Light Body……. 
Activate your Merkaba Field……. 
 
As you are present in your Light Body, in your Merkaba Field, recognize that this …  
 There is no time, no space in this very moment……. 
From that Light Body, from that Sacred Heart Consciousness, 
 the Light Body that is stably positioned in 5th, 6th, and 7th Dimensions, 
Let us begin together to transmit the Energies of a perfectly balanced Divine Energy,  
 of which you ARE that perfect Essence in a human body……. 
 
Recognize in that stableness of your Light Body  
 that you are not dependent on the gender…  of a human 3rd dimensional body. 
You have begun to transcend the denseness of that body, 
 and you are becoming the Divine Vehicle of Light in a body,  
 in a human form that was intended at the very moment your Soul was created….. 
Your Spirit was created in perfection in that Image of a Divine  
 perfectly balanced and capable of transmitting a creative Force 
 that was precise and directed to manifest in form on Earth….. 
Recognizing this, feeling it in your human body,  
 as that Light Body begins to merge with your human form, 
 the perfection and Light that you emanate at this moment is exquisite……. 
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[6:51]   
 
Now, direct that Energy into Dubai and all surrounding territories….. 
 so that the humans living there can begin to receive  
 through the great Love that you hold for them in your Heart….. 
 
There is just Unconditional Love and a giving…  and sharing 
 of that Energetic Template, Light Template, of 5th, 6th, and 7th Dimension, 
so that that Divine Image might take hold in these individuals  
 in complete balance… with the Element of Love……..…. 
 
There are no restrictions that you give as you transmit this beautiful Christed Energy….. 
It is unconditionally given….. in the highest expression of the Element of Love 
 through your Sacred Heart and through the Light Body……... 
 
Now allow this Energy to flow freely…  with no restriction……. 
Have the intention for it to flow limitlessly with no limit throughout all time, all space….. 
 from this moment forward….. 
 
Now, take a deep breath….. 
Direct your conscious awareness back into the Crucible……. 
 
And let us prepare for tonight’s session….. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


